
Dialogue Tags Day - Outline

1 – Review what students already know about dialogue formatting and dialogue tags.
-as a game: whichever group writes out all of the dialogue rules first wins!

Write dialogue rules on board (examples of what students may already know):
First letter is capitalized: “Do…” She said, “Yes.”
All direct dialogue goes in quotation marks: “Dialogue.”
If you break the dialogue:

“Let’s go,” he said.  “We’re late” = full sentence
“Let’s go,” he said, “to the store.” = continuation of dialogue sentence

Start a new paragraph with each new person speaking.
Use a period to end your dialogue when it’s not a “said” type of tag following:

“Let’s go.”  He walked away.

2 – Read “How to Use Dialogue Tags Like a Pro”.  Go through the reading, pausing, asking
questions, relating back to previous work.

On “Never use adverbs”, have them practice in a game:
First, generate a list of adverbs on the board (try to get 15-20 or more) by having

students shout them out while you write them on the board.
Students will secretly (telling no one), pick one of the adverbs on the board (or one of

their own choosing).  They will need to replace the adverb by writing a sentence that
shows the adverb (just as was done in the example in the reading).

Write on the board “I’m fine,” he said ...  Give them 2 min. to write a sentence that
shows the adverb.  When done, have them read their sentence to their group, who
have to guess which adverb was replaced.

When all done, have students raise hands for who got their sentence correctly guessed
by their group.  (can repeat if students are having fun and want to)

3 – give the practice dialogue worksheet, explain it, and have them do it.  Due that day in the
homework bin.

Worked really well – filled the whole day.


